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Abstract
In the original Content Centric Networking (CCN), routers are attached with cache storage, in order to provide
the contents instantly to the users when the requested contents are already stored in router’s cache. Otherwise,
routers search the requested contents inside the network. For the best case, contents can be acquired from
one hop neighbors. For the worst case, requested contents is downloaded from the server, a faraway location
and this situation affect the user’s QoS. In order to improve the QoS and to get the contents with low latency,
we propose a pre-fetching scheme, which fetch the content before the arrival of user’s requests, and it is
deployed at the access router. For the core routers forwarding and caching, Consistent Hashing based
forwarding and caching is applied. Then, we evaluated the performance of our proposed scheme by using
ccnSim. On average, our scheme is outperform 14% than the SPR-LCE.

consistent hash ring), instead of flooding the requests.

1. Introduction
According to the Cisco Visual Networking Index (VIN),
the demand of watching video through the Internet is

Besides, the latency to get the contents are reduced
because of prefetching technique.

increasing very rapidly. Content-Centric Networking (CCN)
[1] is proposed by Jacobson and et al, in order to cope with
the increasing traffic. CCN users request the content in the
form of segmented sequences and these segments are call
chunks. Router uses Interest packets to request the
contents and in a reply, get the Data packet. One Interest
packet retrieves only one chunk.

Figure 1 System Model

In this paper, we propose a mechanism to improve the
cache space usage and performance of the network. For
the Core Router (CR)’s forwarding and caching process,
we invite the reader to read [3] to understand the processes.
As the main proposal, the prefetching technique is
proposed and deployed at the Access Router (AR) to
improve cache hit and to reduce the latency. Thus, the
router can provide better service by fetching the contents,
before been requested by the users. As a result, CRs keep
non-duplicated contents and forward the unsatisfying
requests directly toward the custodian routers (the

2. System Model
A system model of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig.1.
All the users and routers are located inside one
Autonomous System (AS). The content servers are located
outside of the AS. The blue circles are the CRs and the
green circles are the ARs. The CRs are grouped together
by the system administrator and ARs are connected with
CRs. The ARs are located in different geographical location
and that are connected with CRs via fiber optic line(S).
Users

predefined routers to store relevant contents by filtering
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technique to fetch some chunks of the content before been
requested by the user(s). This technique can provide better
service to the user(s), when they use delay sensitive
application(s) (eg. watching video etc.). The chunks are
fetched when the chunks miss and also the pre- fetched
chunks hit.
Our algorithm only pre-fetches the popular chunks,
instead of fetching every chunk, in order to reduce the
cache pollution problem [3]. The pre-fetching range is
defined as 𝑚, which is important for pre-fetching process
and it solves the wasted pre-fetch problem [3] by tweaking
these values. When the m value is too high, some chunks

3. Core Router Forwarding and Cache Decision Process

may be deleted before assessing. In Fig.2, the pre-fetching

This section discusses the overview process of CR’s

range is 𝑚 (where 𝑚 = 3). So, the router will fetch 𝑖 +

forwarding and caching. The detail process can be found in

𝑚 chunk, when chunk 𝑖 miss. Also, when the occurrence of

[3]. Each CR possesses several keys to store the contents

hit on the chunks that are already fetched (the pre-fetched

and forward the Interest. One of the CR becomes the

portion /green potion), the AR will pre-fetch the next 𝑖 + 𝑚

Negotiator Router (NR) and collects the keys information.

chunks. The proposed adaptive pre-fetching and cache

Then, the keys are formed as a key value ring and that is

replacement algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. In this

distributed to all of the CRs by NR. When the Interest

algorithm, line 1 is to check the condition, whether the

arrives at the CR, the Interest’s name is hashed and the

chunks is popular or not, where σ is the threshold (real

output value is compared with CR’s own keys. If values are

number) and ∑ 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑖𝑛 (𝑡) is the total number of requests for

the same, CR is the custodian and it searches the

the chunk 𝑖 of content 𝑛 . If the chunk is popular, the

requested content in its CS. If it is found, CR replies the

fetching process is started for content n. Otherwise, AR just

content. Otherwise, Cache Bit (CB) is set as 1 and forwards

relays the chunk and does not store on its cache. When the

to the server. If the output values are different, CB bit is set

fetching process is started, the router will request the chunk

as 0 and Interest is forwarded to the custodian router. For

𝑖 and also chunk 𝑖 + 𝑚 (𝑒. 𝑔 𝑖 = 0, 𝑚 = 3). The router will

the cache decision, if the incoming content’s CB value is 1,

store only the chunk 𝑖 + 𝑚 and relay the chunk 𝑖 to users.

then CR stores the content and also relays the content. If

If hitting the chunk 𝑖 which is already fetched in the cache,

the CB value is 0, CR just relays the content. As a result,

then the router will request the next 𝑖 + 𝑚 chunks. For the

the cache utilization is improved by storing only one copy

cache replacement, we modified the LRU policy.

of the content inside the group of CRs.

5. Performance Evaluation
We extend the ccnSim [4] to run experiments. For the
simulation topology, there are 4 CRs and 4 ARs are
attached with CRs. The parameter used in the experiments

Figure 2 Pre-fetching Process

are shown in Table 1. The probability of hit and average

4. Access Router Forwarding and Pre-fetching Process
AR forwarding is very simple, just forwards the Interest
toward the CRs. The main contribution in this section is the
adaptive prefetching algorithm. The pre-fetching is the

delay, as a performance metric to measures the hit/miss
probability and average delay to get the chunks. The
strategies used in experiments are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 2 Comparison of proposed scheme with others: (a) Probability of cache hit, (b) Average delay (CRs with cache), (c) Average delay (CRs without
cache)
Table 1 Parameters used in the experiments

For the experiments, Pre-fetch (C) and SPR-LCE (C) are
simulated with CRs have cache capacity to store the
contents. Pre-fetch (NC) and SPR-LCE (NC) are simulated
with CRs do not have cache capacity to store the contents.
Fig. 2(a) shows the comparison of a cache hit between
proposed prefetching scheme and SPR-LCE, where we run
the experiments with different zipf distribution parameter
(alpha) values from 0.8 (the contents are similarly popular)

Table 2 Strategies used in the experiments

to 1.5 (the few contents are so much popular). In the results,
ours prefetching scheme is outperformed than the SPRLCE, either CRs have the cache to store the contents or
without cache. This is because, ARs fetch the chunks on its
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